The PCBS recommended wide-ranging changes relating to making senior bankers personally responsible and reforming bank governance by creating better functioning and more diverse markets. It also recommended reinforcing the powers of regulators to make sure that bankers do their job. Putting prolonged and blatant misconduct (which had been evident for a number of years) at the heart of the problem, the PCBS was of the view that its input would alleviate the industry's woes -it said that the "challenge for government is to follow through on the commitment to far-reaching reform." Almost two years on, unconvinced that the deficit of trust has been bridged, Dame Colette Bowe, of the Banking Standards Board (BSB) issued a general warning that the 2 3
"banking industry must raise its game" because "trust in the system has been badly damaged and it's no surprise that the public expects change after everything that has happened". On the other hand, diminishing the weight of their own argument, they also offered a general concession to the industry:
Banks recognise the urgent need to raise their game and build the necessary momentum for change. It won't happen overnight and it will be an uncomfortable journey but the time has come to win back trust.
In May 2014, a report was published in which it was recommended that a Banking 4 Standards Review Council (BSRC) should be established and it should act independently to champion improved banking standards in the UK. Moreover, BSRC sought to protect the interests of customers and stakeholders with a view to preserving the integrity of the British banking system -an industry employing half a million workers domestically. But all that was a long time before the BSB began to couch its existence in the language of uncertainty, i.e. "it won't happen overnight." From the point of view of the reasonable person, time can't stand still for the banks, if they were acting deceptively and intended to criminally defraud people, then corporate criminals should not be let off the hook and must face criminal charges.
In 2013, to correct the ills prevalent in the industry, the PCBS recommended a fivefold mechanism which turned on making individual responsibility in banking a reality, especially at the most senior levels; reforming governance within banks to reinforce each bank's responsibility for its own safety and soundness and for the maintenance of standards; creating better functioning and more diverse banking markets in order to empower consumers and provide greater discipline on banks to raise standards; reinforcing the responsibilities of regulators in the exercise of judgement in deploying their current and proposed new powers; and specifying the responsibilities of the As wisely observed a couple of years ago by Professor Bainbridge in his article Reforming LIBOR , "the Wheatley regime is not perfect" and its success depends on "ongoing 13 inputs from monetary policymakers."
As we have repeatedly seen, the banks are unable, or perhaps unwilling, to keep out of trouble and the big scandals of a couple of years ago -that gave birth to hefty promises about better behaviour -are old news these days. Like its rival Barclays, HSBC, which is the largest British bank, has found it impossible to keep out trouble. They emphasise that they are not regulators and "are not here to draw up league tables or to name and shame." They constrict their grounds of inquiry to "competence, culture and patterns of behaviour" in which headline news can play no part.
The BSB, moreover, advocates "lasting change right across the whole industry." However, the critical error in their approach is that it gives refuge and surrogate protection to the crooked. It is very hard to isolate the criminality of those perpetrating fraud in the banking sector from the blame game.
The regulators are clear that accountability, which is unachievable without banks accepting responsibility, is the need of the hour and a fudged and opaque system is doomed to fail the public trust. Despite their enthusiasm for reform as regards misconduct in the banking sector, if we apply BSB's approach to other criminals such as sex offenders or terrorists then we would be doing away with the sex offender register or terrorist watch lists. Not a great idea by to engendering cultural change, it is convenient for the public to know where they stand with the banks. Indeed, whilst there is no "cure" to the controversies of the banking world, on proper analysis comparing one bank with another is crucially important for selecting who we want to enter into business with.
In these turbulent times, this information forms the spine of the contractual relationship between depositor and bank. In other words, to enhance our ability to make suitable to be applauded for quantifying the data that delivers the true picture to us. There will be no quick fixes for the banking world but greater knowledge and learning will empower us to filter the offending banks out of our daily lives.
One thing is for sure: hoping that the spring time will wash all the ills of the banking world away is not the cure envisaged by the PCBS in its Changing banking for good report.
Equally, insofar as the notion that the BSB is the "new catalyst" for positive change across the banking industry is concerned, the point is completely stifled by the (delaying) caveat that change:
… won't happen overnight.
So, properly understood, the BSB's rhetoric is strewn with internal contradictions that undermine its official statements to the public about being a catalyst. change.) After all, banks must not be emboldened in respect of their longstanding misconduct and the PCBS was entirely unambiguous that dilatory policies are "a risk which the UK, as a medium-sized economy hosting one of the world's two most important financial centres, cannot afford."
Just to answer my own question again, there is no cure for bank misconduct and, although attractive, sweeping legislative and rule based reform has not changed the culture of corruption in financial institutions. We can only hope that superior knowledge about bank behaviour will result in power being diverted into the hands of the public.
Therefore, a league table is a handy formula to evaluate the credibility of banks and learn (in a single glance) who the foremost offenders are. 
